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A journey to competence
Industry Perspective

Competence is skills, knowledge AND behaviour

• Construction accounts for 5% of employees in the
UK but also 31% of fatal accidents

Most accidents are caused by people and
competence can be improved with a little more
thought in three areas:

• 5 million workers are exposed to risks from Hand
Arm Vibration (HAV)
• 1.7 million workers are exposed to vibrations
above a potentially dangerous level
• 300,000 workers already suffer from HAV, 288,000
of these have Vibration White Finger (VWF)

•S
 elf-awareness: where operatives consider
themselves and their personal role in the
process
•S
 ituational awareness: where the unexpected
is considered, for example, when working in
unfamiliar surroundings
•R
 isk awareness: which requires a broader
appreciation of risk beyond standard
assessment

Two million workers are at serious risk
of developing HAVS*
*Source: HSE

The symptoms of HAVS
Hand arm vibration syndrome (HAVS) is the painful
and debilitating condition that can seriously affect
your working and social life.
• Symptoms are progressive and not reversible:
- Pins and needles: irritating and uncomfortable
- Loss of touch: if you can’t feel it how do you know
if it is hot or cold?
- Severe pain and numbness: when fingers go white
in the cold and then red on recovery
- Reduced grip strength: reduces your ability to use
equipment and work safely
- Carpal Tunnel Syndrome: constant pain in hand and
wrist making sleeping difficult
• If you recognise these symptoms report them to
your supervisor.

Five steps to controlling exposure
1. Assess the need
There is no safe level of vibration. Wherever possible,
you must avoid exposure to HAV.
If this is not possible, reduce the risk by minimising
the level of vibration and exposure time. There are
five steps to help control HAV exposure and these are
explained in the following pages.
Assess the need to use tools or machinery that
vibrate.
• Prevention is better than cure, so think, ‘is there an
alternative to using equipment that vibrates?’
• By changing the work process it may be possible
to eliminate the need to work with vibrating
machinery by mechanising or automating the work
in another way

JCB with breaker attachment
Use a breaker attachment on an
excavator rather than a hand-held
breaker for larger jobs.

Concrete and steel nailer
Use concrete and steel nailers for
fixings rather than a drill.

Diamond drilling rig
Use tools such as diamond drills
with rigs and cut-off saws with
trolleys, to avoid holding tools.

2. Consider ways of assessing and reducing risk
If you have to use equipment that vibrates, reduce the risk by understanding the factors that can affect
vibration levels.
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Usage time

Base material

Weather

Vibration damage increases over time.
Keep daily exposure levels to a practical
minimum and monitor exposure time.

Give careful consideration to the materials
being worked on. Harder material can
represent a higher risk.

Cold, wet weather inhibits blood circulation
and can make the affects of vibration worse.
Keep hands warm.
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Exercise your fingers
A simple way to improve blood circulation
is to exercise hands and fingers during
work breaks.
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Smoking
The chemicals in tobacco affect blood flow
and it is recommended that you stop
smoking or at least cut down.
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Routine checks
Check regularly for HAVS symptoms and
report any to a supervisor.

3. Select the most appropriate
equipment low vibration/
high efficiency
Selecting the right tool is essential
in controlling HAVS.
Use low vibration tools and
anti-vibration accessories. Low
vibration is not the only answer,
a higher vibrating tool that does
the job in half the time may be the
best option. A vibration monitoring
system can prevent exposure to
harmful levels of vibration.

JCB with breaker
attachment

Heavy-weight
combi hammer

Use a breaker
attachment rather
than a hand held
breaker.

Heavy-weight combi
hammers can give
less overall vibration
exposure.

Multi-head scabbler

Heavy duty road
breaker – petrol

Use multi-head
scabblers for larger
areas but seek
vibration-free
alternatives first.

Cut-off saw
Use a high efficiency
diamond blade
rather than a
standard cutting
disc.

Use low vibration
tools when possible.

Vibration
monitoring system
A vibration
monitoring system
can prevent
exposure to harmful
levels of vibration.

4. Ensure tools are in
good working order and
bits/blades are sharp
Poorly maintained equipment significantly
increases vibration. A blunt tool can prolong
the job and lengthen the exposure time
to vibration. It also means taking a tighter
grip and applying more pressure to the tool
which in turn increases the risk of hand arm
vibration.

5. Use the tool correctly and get training and guidance
Tools handling
The way that a tool is handled can significantly increase the amount of vibration exposure. A
firm but light grip is advised. Certain tools require specific handling methods and these should
always be used.
Read manufacturer’s or Speedy’s instructions and seek advice to ensure correct tool usage.
Safety and training
Safety and training go hand-in-hand. Speedy provides training courses relating to hand arm
vibration control including tool selection, usage and a separate management level course.

• Ensure that tools are regularly maintained
• Replace drill bits and discs regularly, or
when damaged
• Select the correct chisel insert and keep
it sharp
• Keep saw teeth sharp and at the right
tension
• Ensure rotating components are correctly
balanced

Correct use of tools
Here are some tips to help you use tools
correctly:
• Avoid gripping too tightly or forcing
a tool
• Always match the right accessory with
the right tool

• Ensure grinding wheels are dressed
correctly

• Correct posture and technique is
important in avoiding placing extra
strain on hands and arms

• Fit the correct type and grade of cutting
disc

• Take regular breaks
• For breakers with sprung handles,
ensure the correct force is applied.
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